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The beta spectrum of : RaE has played an important role in the development of betadecay theory, for it is the only known case of a first forbidden transition Al = 1 (yes), with a nonallowed shape. At one time the spectrum shape was regarded as the only evidence for the existence of a pseudoscalar term in the beta-decay interaction, 1 but subsequent theoretical work by
Yamada 2 together with a measurement of the ground-state spin (I = 1) by 14 i Title., showed this was not n fact implied. There are two papers, by Plassmann and Langer 3 and Wu that summarize the extremely interesting early history of the RaE spectrum.
In the past two or.three years, and since the discovery of parity violation in weak interactions, there has been a considerable revival.of intere.st in RaE, 59 because both the shape of the spectrum and the degree of polarization of the emitted.electrons are possible checks on time-reversal invariance. Perhaps the best discussion of this point is contained in the paper of Alikhanov et al. who measured the polarization of the decay electrons. 8
They point out that the degree of polarization fixes the range of a parameter X determined by the ratio of certain nuclear matrix elements and that this range is extremely sensitive.to any violation of time-reversal invariance.
They find little or no evidence for a violation, but point out that a direct calculation of X from the shell model would be a useful check on.their conclusion. Such a calculation.would involve a knowledge of the nuclear wave function. One independent check of the correctness of the wave function would be a comparison between experimental and calculatedvalues of the nuclear moment of RaE.
There has been one prior attempt to measure the hyperfine structure of RaE--that of Fred et al,, who used the method of optical. spectroscopy. 10 However,, their apparatus was inadequate to resolve the hyperfine structure, and they assigned a nuclear magnetic moment of less than 0. l'.that of the stable Bi 209 . This appeared unreasonable.in.view of the large monerit of this latter isotope (4 nm), and they, were led tb assignán erroneous.spin value (I = 0) to RaE. Some of the consequences of this assigmen:ar.
tracedrinapaperbyLee-Whiting onthe 3 spectrurnof RaE, :
The results presented here supplement a large body of information that existsnow on the nuclear moments of bismuth isotopes.
BlinStoyle and
Parks have explained the large .deviation of the moment of Bi 209 from the 13 Schmidt value .as:being due to. interconfigurational mixing, but as:far 'as we know,, no systematic attempt has yet been made to explainthe:variationo,f moments between diffe rent bismuth isotopes.
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II. THEORY
The nuclear spin of Bi 2 ' 0 is 1. 14 This value of the spin restricts the angular-dependent interactions between the nucleus and surrounding electrons to magnetic-dipole and electric-quadrupole interactions. These interactions give rise to the hyperfine structure and can be represented by a Hamiltonian of the form (1) where a and b are the magnetic-dipole and electric-quadrupole interaction constants, respectively, f is the nuclear spin, S is the electronic angular momentum, and Q is given by 5
In the absence of an applied magnetic field, the.total angular momentum, ---2 F = I + J , is .a constant of the motion. In.a representation where F and When an.external magnetic field H is present, the Hamiltonian (1) 
where
Here h is Planck s constant,, and in the expression for gFa small term Table I contains a list of all sing1e.q'uantum transitions observed during the course of this experiment '. The last column in Table I contains the compounded uncertainty (Lv.):in the position of theith resonance center obtained from the relation
Here Af. is the estimated uncertainty in the position of the'center of the ith resonance, . af./aH. is the rate'at which the frequency of the ith resonance varies with magnetic field, and LH. is the estimated uncertainty in the magnetic field; iH. is .e.stimatedfrom the width of the.calibrating 210 is.otop.e resonance. We have taken the uncertainty in both the Bi and calibrating isotope resonances as one-fourth of their observed line width.
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In additiOn to the 16 resonances tabulated in Table I 
wherethe average is taken inthe state M i = J .and.summed over all electrons.
To evaluate this. expression, we must know th.electronic wave function.
Since the gj value of bismuth is known to be -1.6433±0.0002; 16 and the g valu.es for pure LS or JJ coupling are -2 and -4/3, respectively, it is apparent that the .electrons are in a state of intermediate coupling.
The .electronic.ground-state configuration of bismuth is 6s 2 6p 3 ;
in the LS scheme the three p electrons can couple to levels 2 D5/2 2 and S 3/2 The J value, in. the grouncL.state is 3/2 and since J is a good quantum number, the intermediatly coupled ground state can be expressed 
where b is in Mc/sec. With this result we find
where we have as signed the uncertainty somewhat arbitrarily but taken it large enough to embr3ce any corrections dueto polarization of the. electron .the.odd proton lying in..the h 9/ 2 level. The state of the ; odd .neutronis not known, but it could lie in one of the levels g 91 2 , 1. 1 i/z' 9 7 12 and couple with the proton to give a resultant spin of 1, In Table III , we have listed for possibilities the magnetic moments of Bi 210 calculated' on the as sumption that the proton and neutron part's of the core couple together in jj coupling.
The magnetic.moment can be written . . .
Hereg and are the g factors of the odd proton and neutron, / j and are their angular momenta, and I is the nuclear spin. 
If the positive sign of this quadrupole moment is taken to be correct, the i 210 sign of the magnetic moment of Bi s negative. We feel that no great faith should be put in this argument.
